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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the work under contract NAS 9-7898
directed at preparation for examination of lunar samples for
stored particle tracks of whatever types may be present, whether
from intet • nal or external origin. The particle track work reported
here falls into six categories: 1) examination and fission track
dating of terrestrial impact produced materials; 2) examination
and idcntificatio?, i tracks in extraterrestrial materials; 3)
impro.• umcnt in techniques for identification of individual parti-
cles in minerals; 4) a search for heretofore unidentified natural
tracks; 5) accelerator simulation of cosmic ray effects in likely
lunar inineral types, and G) study of the effects of beating and of
shock on tracks in minerals. The completed portion of this work
is described in seven papers which are included as appendices to
this report. Other work, not yet prepared for publication, is
described in brief form.
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RADIATION T:FFFCTS
by
11. L.. Fleischer, P. Ii. Price,
H. R. 1Tart, Jr.,, and R. T. Woods
SUMMARY
This report describes the series of particle track studies made in prep-
aration for analysis of lunar samples. In general, the purpose was to acquire
what special techniques and knowledge are needed to extract the maximum of
useful information from stored radiation tracks in lunar material. Conse-
quently, studies have been made on materials in which effects and environ-
ments expected on the moon have been produced or simulated.
INTRODUCTION
As indicated in the summary, the objective of the work to be described
here was to enhance the quantity and variety of useful information to he ex-
tracted from lunar material. Toward this end a series of experiments have
been done which allow us to use better the particle tracks that we know will
exist. in lunar material (tJ 2-"8
 fission tracks, cosmic ray tracks). We have
exposed particle tracks to some of the unique conditions expected on the moon
(intense shock and heating). We have found and examined material which has
undergone some of the limar -like conditions (meteorites, tektites, impact
glass). We have sought unusual new natural tracks which might be encoun-
tered in lunar rock (fission tracks of now extinct superheavy nuclides).
Since an over-all statement of the perspectives, accompliElliments,
related work, and significance of our work is best presented part-by-part,
we now proceed to discuss the work Linde- appropriate subtopics.
SPECIFIC STUDIES
1. DA'Z'ING OF TERRESTRIAL IMPACT MATFRIALS
impact-produced glass is expected to be encountered in abundance on
the lunar surface because of the many crater-producing encounters between
the moon and smaller objects in the solar system. We therefore exam`.ned
a number of terrestrial impact glasses - -Clearwater Lalces, Manicouagan,
Darwin Glass, -and Macedon Glass. The results are described in Appendices
I and 11.
I
The Clearwater Lakes and Manicouagan results lead to new emphasis
on the possible importance of track annealing (thermal fading) for certain
glass compositions and point out the usefulness of laboratory annealing
experiments. These studies have led naturally to a simple, improved
method for correcting heat-affected glasses to obtain solidificatior ages
(described in subsection 6). The Darwin Glass and Macedon Glass work
is summarized in subsection 2.
2. EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATF :DIALS
NN'e include here studies on meteorites, which arc known to be extra-
terrestrial, and on tektites, whose origin is unknown but is thought by many
scientists to have been by impacts upon the lunar surface (in which case
ic'aites are melted and solirlified droplets r.,f ]l: r nr m,ai-crinl). If the
2
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hypothesis of lunar origin is correct, tektites are directly relevant to the
moon; regardless, they are relevant to impact events, which in turn are
impor tant on the moon.
a. The work on Darwin Glass and Macedon Glass included (luting of a
number of tektites frorn the Far East. The ages for all three groups of
glass samples were identical, implying that a single event was responsible
for their origin. This result, however, does not allow a decision as to
whether the origin was on the earth or the moon. The agreement between
the ages of Darwin Glass and the Far Eastern tektites was independently,
and apparently simultaneously, arrived at by Gentner, Storzer, and Wagner,
also using fission track dating, and was reported at the same conference on
tektites at Corning, New York, iri April 1960.
b. Dating of samples from a chemically unique group of Australian
tektites recognized by Chapman and Scheiber ), is revealed that they con-
stitute samples of a distinct tektite group that fell 4 million years ago.
'Phis brings to five the number of different tektite falls that are known
(Appendix 111) .
C. Studies on a newly fallen meteorite; (the Schenectady Meteorite)
have shown it to be a representative of a moderately rare subc:ass (11-4),
to have U -lie and K -Ar ages of 4. 1 - 10 9
 and 4. 35 • 109
 years, and to have
sufficient cosmic -ray - induced radioactivities and cosmic ray tracks to
allow its position in the preatmospneric body to be inferred. Appendix IV
represents one of the very few cases where the cosmic ray tr: ► eks have
been examined in samples whose locations Ore precisely known relative to
3
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ones in which the cosmic-rny-produced activities and rare gas content;
have been measured.
3. TECHNIQUES FOR PA irriCIMF: ID ENTIFICATION
One of the more uscful functions of lunar material may turn out to be
its ability to record tracks of the incident cosmic radiation. The chemical
composition and energy spectrum of heavy cosmic ray particles are the
prinne bits of information which can be deterinined in principle. With this
objective, we have developed a method for identifying individual particles
by the use of glass or other inorganic solids such as are present on the
lunar surface. The work (described in detail in Appendix V) makes use of
a technique we developea first in plastics rP. B. Price, R. L. Fleischer,
P. D. Peterson, C. O'Ccallaigh, D. O'Sullivan, and A. 'Thompson, Phys.
Rev. 164 (1967) 1618] and in Appendix V have now shown to apply to in -
organic solids. It is the only method of which we are aware that will
identify individual cosmic ray particles in lunar glass samples.
4. S]:A RCII FOR PREVIOUSLY UNIDENTIFIED_
 TYPES OF NA'I'URA L_
PARTICLE TRACKS
If the recovered lunar rocks preserve tracks created near the time cif
condensation of iriatter to form the solar system, there is a chance 0 t
the existence of now extinct radioactive nuclides such as Puy
 can be ktetected.
Decently the nuclear stability of super-heavy nuclei (of atomic number 110
or 114, or ,, 126) has been calculated. The encouragingly lung half-lives
predicted have spurred attempts at locating such nuclei or observing their
effects. We have been searchinr, for Such tracks in severa l- old, heavy-
4
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element-rich natural iuinerals, with no positive results. We have written
a paper (Appendix V1) which points out what distinguishing characteristics
such tracks should have and notes that the natural fission track excess
previously recognized by us in certain meteorites appears to be incompatible
with fission of superheavy nuclei- -but are compatible with our original
identification as Pu'44 fission.
5. A CCELERATO R SIMULATION O F LUN A R COSMIC RAY
FNVIRUNMFNT ----- _--+ 	 --
As we have noted elsewhere [ R. L. F leischer, P. B. Price, R. M.
Walker, and Al. Maurcttc, J. Geophys. lies. 72 (] 967) 3311 a number of
the charged particle tracks which might be expected in extraterrestrial
matter exposed to cosmic ray effects can be produced by a high-energy
proton beam from existing accelerators. If the production rates of such
tracks are known for a given material, its radiation exposure age can he
measured.
For irradiation we selected a group of terrestrial samples that were
thought to be similar in structure and/or composition to lunar samples.
These materials- -including; feldspars, olivine, pyroxenes, basaltic glasses,
and acidic glasses --have been given doses of 3 GeV protons that are equi -
v:ilent to those encountered during; several hundred million years of exposure
to primary cosmic rays. The irradiation at the Princeton-Pennsylvania
Accelerator has been completed and the examination of samples begun. A] -
though it is premature to attempt to sui»rnarize results, it is already,clear
that glasses, being the most sensitive of the inorganic track detectors, are
A the most. sen siti s e to regi^;tration of 111e spal l, Lion recoil miclei that
5
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result from nuclear interactions with modium-weight nuclei within the solid.
Whereas in olivine no tracks are seen after exposures equivalent to ,., 30
million years (previous	 lc), the present exposL. 	 give track den-
sities in glass that cannot be resolved in the optical microscope.
6. F, P FECTS OF HEATING AND OF SITOCK ON CHARGED
PARTICLE, TRACKS _r----	 - -_^
Shock effects on fission tracks have been studied using two experimental
approaches: to obtain rocks which have experienced shock during underg round
nuclear explosions; and to expose single rniaerc•? grains of nicely defined
geometry to specified shock pressures. The purpose of these experiments
is to assess the shock pressures and/car temperatures which will lead to
tract: fading or removal. (riven such information, it should be possible to
use fiss on track dating as a pressure measuring and mapping technique.
a. Shock Effects in Rocks (with N. Short). In order to obtain samples
that had experienced a range of shock pressures, we obtained from the
U. S. Geological Survey a set of granidiorite samples taken from an assort-
meat of distances from the detonation joint of the liar. dhat nuclear explosion
site in Nevada; these were supplemented by selected samples, supplied by
N. Short, of the same rock that had been exposed to higher shock pressures
at another nuclear detonation, the Sedan event. Useful minerals for dating
(sphene and apatite) were separated from the rock samples and fission track
dated.
From the Har dhat event, samples from six positions near the explosion
and one control sample were examined. The four apatite sample- closer
ih in 30 ratter:; to the detonation pc^i ' It gaN• c: af;es sigriific4cntly (25%) lower
6
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than that of the control sample; four of six sphene samples gave altered ages
(x:40 °10 lower) rclativc to the sphene control, but showed no regular pattern
with distance from tl;e detonation. Among the samples from the Sedan
event, tracks were present in an apatite sample described by N. Short as
exposed to "> 250 kbar" on the basis of petrographic evidence; for a "> 300
kbar" sample none were present. For sphene identifiable crystals could be
found only in the "> 350 kbar" sample, and no tracks were present.
Butkovic,h LJ. Geophys. lies. 70 (1965) 885] has computed shock pres-
sures around the Hardhat (:vent. Using his results together with those just
,ftven we infer the following pressure thresholds for track partial and Rill
erasure:
Table: 1
TRACK ERASURE THRESHOLDS IN ROCK SAMPLES
Beginning of Erasure Completion of Erasure
Apatite	 20 kbar	 > 300 kbar
Sphene	 < 10 kbar	 > 350 kbar
b. Shock Effects in Minerals and Glas ses (with T. Ahrens).. Samples
of known geometry are being g i ven controlled shock pressure pulses and sub-
sequent inspection for possible fission track erasure. Work has been com-
pleted on an ordinary silicate glass and is in progress on biotite, sphene,
apatite, and tektite glass. Saml les of all of the latter have been prepared
anti, whcre necessary, neutron -irradiated to ensure that an adequate den-
sity of fission tracks is initially  present. Bintite samples have been shocked
bilt I, ,-)t yet examined for tracks.
i
For the silicate glass, tracks were unaltered at 31 and 33 kbar, re-
duced by X75% in track density at 45 kbar, and totally erased at 57 and 67
kbar.
These results (subsections 6a and 6b) indicate the existence of a region
of intermediate pressures which effects partial but incomplete track fading.
If such effects are found in natural samples, they should be useful in spec-
ifying within a limited range the pressures to which the samples were
exposed.
c. Therinal Track Fading and Age Determination. A not uncommon
effect in certain natural glass samples is the finding of thermally lowered
fission trackages. Storzerand Wagner [Earth Planet Sci. Let. 5 (1966)
4631 have made a valuable contribution to our ability to dete L- such effects
and determine the corrections needed to yield proper ages. Meat they
have done is to observe that for a fixed etching treatment the diameters
of the etched tracks decrease with increased heating time and temperature
at the sarne time that the track density decreases, giving rise to a diameter-
track density variation that may be described by a single empirical, mono-
tonic function. Since this function allows cane to compute the number of
tracks that have been lost for a given measured decrease in track diameter
relative to fresh, unheated tracks, a correction of the observed track den-
si.y to what it would have been in the absence of fading can be made and
gives self-consistent age results.
An a•xkwardness exists, however, in that the procedure requires that
many separate annealing experiments be made for each glass composition
us<-d. Consequently, it is of interest to attempt to simplify the Procedure.
8
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%York now in progress indicates that the diameter-track density relation can
be calculated directly using only one experimental quantity, the cone angle
characterizing; the particular glass and etchant.
The calculation is based on the simplifying assumption that the dominant
effect of annealing is to decrease the intensity of damage along particle
tracks, with the length left essentially unaltered. If this description is
realistic, the diameter (D) and the track density (p) depend only on the
cone angle (A) for the tracks; and since both are calculable from the cone
angle, the function D(p) can be computed. The curves in Figure 1 indicate
how the relation is affected by the cone angle.
We have tested this calculation experimentally using U 26 fission frag-
ments incident on glass microscope slides; the results are given in Figure 2.
For the etching conditions used 8 = 3; 0 , from which the curve shown in
Figure 2 was computed. Although the agreement is not perfect, it appears
to be adequate to allow age corrections to be made with an accuracy com-
parable with Yhose of the i ndividual experimental points in Figure 2.
9
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Figure 1. Calculated relation between the track diameters and
track densities. The ordinate is the etched track di-
ameter for an annealed track at normal incidence
divided by its original value. The abscissa is the
ratio of the observed track density to that ob-
served if no annealing were present,
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Figure 2. Experimental diameter-track density relation for Cf 262 fission
fragments incident on hard crown glass microscope slides.
The data points indicated by triangles are for unannealed
control samples; the averages of these points yield Do and po,
the normalizing; quantities for the data. The cone angle of 33°
was determined for this glass and etching condition in a
separate experiment.
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Age of the Manicouahan and Clearwater Lakes craters
It. I.. FI'mmem-11, .1. It. M. V ► I;1t7 •I. anal 1 1 . 13. 1 1 1tic r
Genera) Electric ltesear-eh and 1 c\ elopment Center Schenectady, Now York 12301
(Ruccived 9 St-pitnttxr 1961;; ucccptcd ic4 rcvia(d fur s ► 18 Uclobrr 1968)
Abstract - -Track dating of 1lanicouagan Crater glass gi%cs 208 ( 125) n ► .y. Partial track facing
in it Cleamitter Lakes sau4lflo yields results consistent with this K -Ar age: 2110 ( 1 30) m.y.
Tho Clearwater Lukcs ( 'raters are, therefore, not contempor ►u ►cous with any known tektite fall.
Traek amicaling st e t ' 1 es arc+ important to tho determination of reliablo fission track ages.
INi• ► toUUCTIox
THY CANADIAN shield bearm a multiplicity of htruetures (13EAI.s el (il., 1963), which aro tho
rc' ► ur:ants from n meries of energetic events spread over the li nt X109 yr. Most, ob4erveri ( H EALS
ft (il., 1963; Dum.r:, 1961, 1 1,165; INNEK, 1964; 11MALS 111141 HALLIDAY. 1965) regard theso
"fot.il craters" as ovidenco tint the earth lsas been bornbfu •decl by meteoritic, aster-idal, and/or
co ►uetary bodies. Although tho inferred impact origin of thcso craters has been questioned
(( ninon, 1965), it, is clear that t of the ages of lmoN ► impact structures would
,rllow it lower limit, to be ► ueasured for tho integrated flux of oikavr -forming objects ill
vicirsity of tho earth over geological times.
One i ►nmedittto application of such information is to set a lower bound also oil fraction
of lunar craters that wero formed by impact ovents, imxci the flux of objects at the moon (when
sustabl^ adjuster) tin' the dil'ferertt gravitational effect of tho noon) would bo indistinguishable
1'rom that lit t!n- t..rth. Alternatively if tho identification of tho nu ► jor portionA of Lilo larger
lunar craters as duo to primary impact is accepted, ages of different portions of tho lunar surfaco
e,ui ise i11f(rrcd MPI K, 196H0;	 11160; 81101"mmil:it it at., 1961).
With theso cliffs in ► nind wo have direeted fission track studies toward measuring tho ages of
two of the largest "prob,040" (lll:rrcr:, 1961; D);.NcI ,: ct al., 1965) iufpnet craters on tho North
Amerlean continent, tiro Manicotsagan crater (40 mill s ill and Clearwater Lakes West (it is
flit) larger--20 miles lit dinit-ler—of tho two C'lemwitter Lakes craters). A provious fission-
tme.k. afro of 33 . 4( x:4 . 5) ► n.y. (Fm-,iscnr:lt and PmcE, 1964) has been determined for CIvart4ater
Lakes, as well as K-Ar m Bole rock ages of'300 (+30) mid 2,45 (!-30) m.y (WANr.ESSet al., 1966).
A whole rock K-Ar ago Cor Mitnicoungarl (WANTYSS ct al., 1965) W113 givcl ► nS 225 (.{:30) m.y.
Of four optienil y glassy 'Manicouagan samples that were examined, two woro found suitablo
for dating. Two of the four were supplied by K. L. Currie: 14K8, a plagioclaso glass, was found
to be too non-uniform to bo useful; 16-"I was found suitublo for track etching. This samplo
\%-as taken fr'orn a vein that -,vas about 4 in. wide, and exposed over a vertical height of 60 ft.
Tho vein cuts crumbly biotite gneiss, and was intruded into tho position whero it was found,
rthout 300 yards from tho outer ring fault bounding tho structure. Two HftlrlplCA were supplied
by M. It. Uenco: M-1 was found by \-r,ty examiunt ion to bo microcrystniline; 111 . 2 wits s;uitablo
for ditting. 11-2 is from it glassy dyho which cuts tho ba potnent gncisses (which are of Grenville
ago) mmr the uutrgin of tho crater.
Tho detmis of rho dating ruet.hod havo been described previously (FLEISCHER nnfl PRICY,
1961 n,b), as has tho noutron dosimetry procedure (1'LF.ISCIII-It el al., 19651)), and tho uraniirsn
measurement cahl-ration (Fixiscurm, 1968). 'Tnick nnnealMg studies such its described by
F ixm imt and 1'mor, (196-In) were carried out Loth oil ho two Manicouaguu samples described
here and cn ► tho Clearwater Lakes sample report.od 1 ►y 1'ra:rsc1i1as and Pities: (196th). In each
r
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cns3 tho nnnenling work u - nit done on neutron-irrothWed ►.nn ► ples in order that Inch wu1 ► plo
contain a convenier ► tl' • hig)t do-n g ity of tracks. 'rypical etching conditionrl %%ure ;1 5 11111 111
it It 	 stirrced 5	 11 F. foIIt,NetI by it 1-ruin rinse in 50T fill) center.
HYSUl :1'8 AND l )18ovRM10X
(n) Manic0114gut ►
Results for tho Alanicoungeut santple:l are given in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Two item" aro not4 -
%%or-thy. Tho fir,a i,e t)tnt ono of the two 811 nplet4 (M-2) t;lves un age that agrees with tho K-Ar
de • terrninntion oil fine-grained andeslte, %%bih , th-• other sau ► Id„ has it lou% •er ago. The
second d ►oint is that the sample, havil ►g the lower ngo pomsessi- n significantly Ie ►%ter track re-
tentivity thall does M-_'.
	
Assuming, 9tH is inferred, that both samplcH were produced III 	 swiw crntvr- produei11g
overt, there nro in princil ► 1r t%%o niternntives— the ago found for Al-2 is tot. ► high or that for
16-G is too low. Tho first l ►naaihility is	 miHiely ~into no discordantly high fission track
ago huH ever becit luenv ► tred oil 	 terrestrial s,unple. and no mennH (short of it uueleur blast)
exist for obtaining such it result. The other possibilit y— that, the age of 16-0- is low— ice supporte d
by various data. The nimeahng rust,lta tell tr.+ tha t nt •..0O°C tracks t.hould facto ill 	 10 in.y.
ill but would ho retained over the ago of tho sol, ► r system : ► t M-1, a 1.ituntion %%hick would
be consistent with the results ohtetittcd. The age of 16 . 1, would then be it truck fading ago
and that of A11 -2 it trio age, which agreed with the K Ar date and with paleonu ►gnetia data
(Itoul:ul'tlo ,* , 1967; LAHOCHULL}, and ( ' t • artlt:, 1 1967). We conclude that the true ago is 200-230
I
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111. 2 0.21 (:I 0 . 03) I50t3 (:1 - a a /) 2()9 (±25) M. It. pence
16-0 0.36 (:1 . 0-05) ON,-) (.1 -, . 8 %:1 36 (:L3-5)* K. L. t •urrio
Cl'•a3•t)05t -- K-Ar 225 (	 30) K. L. Curries
Track - fading ago;	 lu •e text for dlse. ussion.
t WA!YI V98 rl al. (1966).
M.Y. and Hutt slun(elc+ 164. showy evidence of rtloderate heating to ^• V10C for it few tens of
millions of years or fe ►r sho ►ier tittles at slit:lltly higher temperatures. It shou!d Ix+ added that
no !roof exists or is d , rectly obtainable for• the validity of the lengthy extrapolutinik from laboru-
tory annealing tinter to much greetter tittles. However the fact that 110 contra • lietiO114 I ►uvo
bcvrt found lit the ttttnterous such sttttlu •y that have 64 •11 ttaldo suggests 0­ 4 ­ :.4i a,, extrapola-
tion is tho best workin-, hypothesis available tit present. Tho inti•renco of heating to 60°C is
subject to tho obviou• 1111certainty of art extriipolutiotl which spans 11 or 12 orders of mnguitude.
It Should be notes' .gat it temperature of 60°C is 1 ►y no nu •1u1s tae iniplar1sible one since with
ther ► • ut l gradien; y .nut aro typical for the earth (Ifotm v s, 1965) > ueh It ten1111 . 1 . 1111,11 •0 would
be reached as n • lit of bctrial to it depth of I to 2 kill. Alternatively, exposed tsurlreeo rocks on
u wilrr11 day ctar. easily ho heated to 110°, though this is it less likely po.,ibility. Clearly also, very
modest perivu l ►atiotls of nornt11) 1 berinal patterns could easily produce the infertrd heutir ►g.
(h) Cle aruvclmr bil.•ra
Annealing studies there undertaken bveitusc of the apparent discrelatticy noted in the intro-
duetion hoween the fission •traek age of :13 r11.y. and the more recent K-Ar results of 281) anti
:300 rn.y. The results shown in Fig. 2 rer ► u ► ve this e11 ►latrent. contradiction. 'They Indicate that
it largo fraction of t ► ter tracks +ere unstable ill the glass tested previously (1- t,111melfElt and Pltic: ,
1964b) so that at nrnbient, temperatures tracks fiteling would begin to be delectable after it
few hundred years and 70 rill pier cent of tits total 1111 ► rlber of tracks formed over geological
tints would be gone after a 300 n1.y. waitint, t i,ne. If eml) • it fractiool f Of the tracks are retained
uver the true ago of the snn ► p ► le.^, the observed 111 ► ttu•ul tr•nek density p, gives un ago thltt is loth
by the factor f. TO obtain correct results p, mist be repllaved 11y p,lf in the ago e•eluution. 'Fliv
result of such a correction is give,, it 'Table 2, wlif-re the K- -Ar results ar e + listed along with fl.
original lksion track age. The two : eiej;te of 0- corrected detorn ► ination aro wide since f is only
known approximately. The valves yttoted f to range front tho 0 . 23--0 . 30 estimated for
storago at 20°C to it vlduo close to 0 . 1 if storage ( p ike the :llttnicouagan manip le) was at 60°C for
appreciable lengths of tittle.
The corrected age limits are consistent with tho K-Ar results (and with paleomaE,ntctic and
geological observations- K. L. Cu mum, personal conunttnic •atior►s, 1967). We coucludo the ago
of the Clearwater Lakes West crater is approximately 300 m.y.
We have previously noted (ht.t;tscttt:a and l' ► ctc •r:, 1964a,b; I''t.>rrscmeit et al., 196511) as•
sociations between the ages of various tektite groups and those of certain iutpact glasses.
Clearwater lakes was li4ted as one such case, having apparently a fission track age compatible
with the 34 tn.y. age of the 'North  American tektites. The results here indicate that there is ill
fact no connection between the two ovetlts. It leaves toes Libyan Glass ass the only iutpact-
produc:od substance whose ago is, within the experimental littlits, contennporltru vous with tho
Aorl h A ► nr •ican telct ites. N•1'e have two age detet • rninnt ions there, 33 . 8 (J- 2 . 5) tn.y. (FLEISCHER
and I' ► ttet., 1116111) and 37 . 5 (-1.2 . 4) (Fia isenr; ►t rl d.. 1965x). Both care consistent with the
tektito ages; and since the material---a nearly pure 510 2 glass--is highly retentive of tracks,
the ages ctre tthnost surely valid ones.
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Fig. 2.. Truck-annealing sluts for Cluam-uter Lakes Hruirple dalod by FLE IsscHHit atu:
hum; (19616). Syusbols+ as :n Fig. 1; numbers- represent Y. of trucks reWined.
Linos carresponti to 1 o % and n0 , trrtek retention. In aU rrr.y. at room t.c+mnoraturo
approximntely 70% of t ho tracks would fordo.
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(TEMPERATURE)
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!Method
K-Ar*
K-Ar*
Fission trackt
apparent age
Fission track
corrected t ago
Ago
(Ilr•Y.)
300 ( i30)
285 (±30)
33••1 ( +4•5
100-300
* N1'AxLLS4 r[ /rl. (196r).	 s
t FLYNsmir:TT mid I l ium: (I (164b).
t Above ago corrected as do.
:scribed in text.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Fission-track dating and trnek•anncaling studies on 1lanicoun an glass snrnlrlcs gi%-J an
ngo of 208 (±25) rn.y. and suggests an asubient temperature of u0 0C or sliglidy above for bigniti-
cant periods of time.
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". Track •ILIISO llitI$', 1411411CH 6110%' that mool of tllll fi.smon track ►+ had not boon retained In it
proviously dated ('learwater Lake ►t glaw, sample and arc consistent vrit11 a revixeml age of 100 330
m.y. Other r► • sults (WANLUMm rl al., 141115) miggest • ••.300 III.) , . as the trlost likely age. This
restult male i it clear thnl the ('Iearwalcr Lakes linters are not contempor,u ►cous with fitly
Lnowrl 04,11to fall.
3. The results svi-ve toemplia„Izo the neecl to aKSess tho tr+tek•rot.entiun pr(,l ►erties ofxampl—
used for fission-track 4ating.
Ack ►u,,,lr,lyn,rttle «'o are indebted to M. It. Dv.'xc • 1, and K. L. ('uum p: for supplying eaml-l-s
used In t hiit work will for helpf,Il mid st nnulut u1g eurrespondenco and discussions. This work %%ass
wilipm-t,•d in part by NAS.1 under corltrac •t NAH 11-7898.
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AGE'S OF D\13\% N CLASS, MACEDON CLASS, ANII FAR rA. TrvHN TI-K -rn, :S+
R. L. Fleischer, 1', 13, Price, J. It. M. Viertl, and It. ' 1 • . Woods
I N • I RODUC TIO1
One of the ver y few generall y
 accepted hvputheses
concerning the origin of tektites; is that the y
 in some
p lanner result from high-Velocity encounters of large
objects incident either upon the earth or upon the moon
Regardless of whether the original collision %%as lunar
or terrestrial, the ultimate result could he a shower
cif objects of assorted sizes reaching the- earth--the
sn)all objets consisting of (or at least includinr+) the
ti ktites, The accompanying large objects %%oultd bu
capable of producing craters on earth and creating at
the smne time impact glass--inaturial - 0-ich can be
used to deteri. i ine the tithe of impact.
known samples of 'Macedon Mass, which are chemi-
cally identical material found in Australia [Chapman,
Keil, and Annt•11 (1967)], For the purpose of normal-
ization .t group of tektites were dated, six of which
had been pre-Aously examined Fleischer and Price
(1964a)] and two of which are Nuong !bong tektites,
I:XPERIA1t •:NTAI, PuocFDt1Ri: AND RESULTS
Fxperimental procedures for track counting
:Fleischer and Price( 1964.04] and rlcutr •on dosimetry
fFleis( her, Price, and Walker ( 1965h)l have been
described elsewhere and need not he elaborated ftil •
-thcr. Results appear in Table I,
A striking; fact concerning the chronology of tek-
tites is that for each of the four tektite falls there ex-
ists an impact glass whose age (withir ► the uncertain-
ties of the dating methods used) i s;
 indistinguishable
from that of the formation and fall to earth of the TABLE 1
t,.imtes.	 The' best dated of the four groups is the Ries Ag.• U.•t.•rminahn_ny
Kessel-Aloldavite association where both K-Ar
rCc•ntner,	 I ippolt, and Schaeffer (1963)] and fission- Uranium	 y	 Age-
track dating i l•'leischcr and Price (1964a); Fleischer, Sample	 Su	 lied By	 (	 m)	 (cm")	 (m.	 ) (t !0 elP	 ^r.P 	 p^^	 z___^^_
Price, and %Talker (1956a)] give good agreement with Tektites •
small errors,	 The Ashanti Crater-Ivory Coast tek-
We pair also has been dated by both methods Rrdiaalle C	 C. Scbnetsler,	 2. l	 15,200	 34.9	 .^(Lee County)	 W.	 1'ins011
f%ahringer (1063); Gentner,
	 Lippolt,and Muller (1964);
F l eischer,	 Price, all(] Walker (1965a); Gentner, Bediasite1)	 C, Schnetzler,	 1,6	 15,200	 32.1( Lee Count,)	 W. 11Insmm
KlOnmann, and Wagncr (1967)]but with lesser preci-
lion.	 Although the Forth American tektites-Libyan rloldavue	 J.	 Lipson,	 2.4	 9,690	 16, 9(Strips, Bohemia)	 A. Cohen
Desert glass pair haF been examined only by fission-
track dating	 [Fleischer and Price 0964a); Fleischer, hhilippinite 	 D.S. Miller	 3. 1	 33S	 r
Price, and Walker (1965a)], as we have noted pre- Philippinite	 C. Moore	 2.6	 381	 ,78
viously 111eischer,
	 Vier•tl, and Price (1969)] these Thauandite
	 Arn. Met. Lah,	 2.0	 278	 70
ages should be particularly reliable ones.
	 This con- (rhang Darn)
tracts with the previousl y noted coincidence in ages Mu_ongNongTcktfter
between the North American tektites and Clearwater
Lakes glass [Fleischer and Price (1964b)] which we Ming Daen	 V. E. Barnes	 2,5	 525	 0.78(Thauan,1)
have shown [Fleischer, Viertl, and Price (1969)] was
purely a coincidence, brought about by track fading in Kan Luang Dong	 V E. Barnes	 1 . 9	 156	 .45(ri-alland)
the• particular glass composition involved,
Darwin Glass
The fourth coincidence is the subject of this work: nG -3 	D. H. Chapman	 2.5	 215	 0.37
the Darwin glass-Far Eastern tektite pair.
	 Previous 1>G -ls 	 D, R. Cha pman	 d.l	 413	 75
work on Darwin glass consists only of K-Ar tipper liin-
its of 1. 5 million years (m, y, )[Zahringer (1963)] and 1 DG -17	 D. P. Chapman	 2 .;e	 349	 r,8
,1,,'\ . ,	f 'raylur and Solomon (196 .4)1, and a single fission nG -18	 D. R. Chapman	 '1,2	 442	 .76
track age of 0. 65 ± 0, 10 m, y. [Fleischer and Price nc.-24	 D. R. Chapman	 z. 1	 337	 .59(1960]; impact glasses could have experienced simi-
lar conditions, and the refore we felt it to be desirable Dc.-80	 1), It, Chapman	 2, 0	 308	 GB	 1
to do further dating w ork.	 W e have cons eedlltntl 'v dated DG Ft	 V. U.	 Barnett	 '-2.5	 459	 ,69	
t
a group of seven Darwin glass samples, plus the two Macedon Gla ,s	 t r
MG-3530	 D. R. Chapman	 2. 8	 135	 0.60
MG-3531
	
D. It, Chapman	 2. 5	 292	 .51)
c	 supported In p')I . 1 h .v NASA under '•%)1 a;ez r . 1:	 ce to +t.5 m. ,v.	 taken as averae, , for thebediarit.•s,
-1-
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Fig. 1 Distribution M' tektite groups and associated
impact glasses. The numbers are the ages in
millions ofyours of the glasses indicated within the
encircled areas. In all cases where both K -Ar and
fission track dating have been done (except for the
Georgia tektites), the fission-track dating confirms
the K-Ar results. In no case is there a known con-
tradiction.
H EFFR F.NCF.S
1), H. Chapman, K. Keil and C. Annell (1967), "Com-
parison of Macedon and Darwin Glass,"
Geochinr. Cosmochim. Acta, 31, 1595-1603,
H. L. Fleischer and P. B. Price 0964a), "Class Dat-
ing by Fission Fragment 'Tracks," J. Geoph,ys,
Res.,69, 331-339,
R. L. Fleischer and P. B. Price (19641)), "Fission
Track Evidence for the Simultaneous Origin
of Tektites and Other Natural Glasses,"
Geochilm. Cosmochim. Acta, 28, 755-760,
R. L. Fleiscl.-r, 1 3 . B. Price,and H. M. Walker (1965a),
"On the Simiultancous Origin of Tektites and
Other Natural Glasses," Geochim, Cosmochim.
Acta, 29, 161-16G.
R. L. Fleischer, P. B. Price, and R. M. Walker
(1965b), "Neutron Flux Measurement by
Fission Tracks in Solids," J. Nucl. Sci.
Eng. , 22, 153-156.
lt. L. Fleischer, J. R. M. Viertl, and P. B. Price
(1969), "Age of the Manicouagan and Clear-
water Lakes Craters, "Geochim. Cosmochim.
Acta. , 33 .
0 K -At AGE
O FISSIGN 1RACK AGE
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DARWIN r
GLASS
l
The one unusual aspect of the procedure concerns
sample DG-80. 1" The first neutron irradiation of sam-
ple IK,-80 produced what was apparently a spuriously
low track count--implying a ur•aniurn content of about
0. S ppm and an apparent age of 3, 0 m, y. Since the
uranium content is greatly different from the con!;i4-
tently early identical values for the other Darwir
glass tand Macedon glass) samples and since the 3, 0
m, y, would contradict the K -Ar upper limits at 1. 0
and 1. 5 m, y. , this result was examined further. A
low induced track count could result from an unusual
U 2' / U 2'" ratio (which is being checked but is an
unlikely explanation) or front a physically unreason-
able but conceivable process--leaching out of uranium
by the etching p.-ocess. This possibility was checked
in two ways and found not to occur-: ( 1) taper section-
trig of the irradiated sample showed no t!radi o nt of
induced tracks, (2) Two further fragments of sample
DG-80 were examined. One was polished, etched,
and counted as before, the other was not polished or
etched, and the two were irradiated together. "Iris
time the induced track counts of both samples corre-
sponded Lo ---2 pprn uranium, as in the other Darwin
glass; and there was no difference between the pre-
viously etched and the previously unetched samples.
The latter results were used to obtain the age given
in Table I for DG-80.
DISCUSSION ►ND CONCLUSION
Table I allows the triple conclusion to be drawn
that the ages of Darwin glass, Macedon g'.ass, and
the Far Eastern tektites are indistinguishable. A
real association between the first two was to be
expected since the structural and chemical similarities
are quite striking [Chapman, Keil, and Annell (1967),.
By contrast, the agreement between their ages and
those of the Far Eastern tektites may be coincidental ,
but the geographical overlap of the regions where the
two groups of samples are found and the existence of
the previously cited matching pairs of ages for tek-
tite groups and impact glasses suggests that the Far
Eastern tektites and the Far Eastern impact glasses
studied may have a joint origin in a single event or in
a series of nearly simultaneous events. Figure 1
shows the locations of presumably matched groups of
glasses and their ages.
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'Tektites of a chemical subgroup found in Australia
(Chapman's "Idgli sodium" tektites) liavc • fission-track
ages of approximately 4 m. y. and fence are part of a
distinct tektite fall,
	
one that preceded the formation
.)f the well-known Australasian strewn field 0. 7 m. y. ago.
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One of the striking facts about tektites is their
distribution over four • rather well-defined geograph-
ical areas, each one of which includes samples of
a single, discrete age group; 0. 7 in. y. in the Far
Fast, ~ 1 m. y. in the Ivory Coast, 15 m. y. in
Czechoslovakia, and 34 m. y. in the United States
( Refs. 1-5).  These results have been taken as evidence
Of four• dist'., ct impact events, separated both in
space and time. Here we point out that a chemical
subgroup of tektites recently found in Australia must
be the result of a fifth impact event, which in fact
preceded the one which created the vast Par Eastern
strewn field 0. 7 in. y. age .
Chapman and Scheiber(6)
 have identified a chem
ical subgroup ("high sodium tektites") of nine glass
samples from Australia as being tektites on the bass
of three characteristics: ( 1 ) they are glass samples
having a single, unique composition found over a
ra s her wide are::; ('L) they have the common shapes
and sizes of tektites; and (3) they contain lechate-
lierite inclusions.
Chapman supplied us with samples of three of
the nine known tektites of the group for fission-
track dating (2, 7, 8) the results of which are given
in 'fable I. The measured ages range froth "3 to
—4 nh. y. and are unabiguously greater than those of
the tektites normally found in Australia (0. 7 m. y. ).
TABLE I
A ge Data on 114T h Sodium Tektites from Australia
Uranium	 PS -	 Age
Sample s,	 _	 (ppm)
	
(cm z )	 (in. y. )
AN 87	 0. 7	 412	 4. 25 (t 0. 43)
(Williams Creek)	 .9	 370	 4.65 (t .50)
AN 245
(Raspberry Bore)	 1. 1	 297	 3. 10 (t 0. 30)
AN 370
(S. of Lake Wilson)	 1 3	 346	 3. 5=1 (t 0.35)
*Supplied by D. 1t. Chapman.
This age discordancy being unique among tektite
fields, we must ask whether there is any means by
w r iich a spuriously high apparent age could have been
found. Although for terrestrial samples spuriously
high ages are not possible, (7) for extraterrestrial
materials there are several potential sources of
\,. ork partially supported by NT ASA under Contract
. '.9, 9-7,c`,;'.
excess tracks as a result of the cosmic radiation. (`1)
Most of the natural tracks we found might in prin-
ciple have resulted from fission of heavy elements,
induced by cosmic ray protons and heavier- nuclei.
We have shown that such irradiationr •oduces iden-
tifiable V-shaped events in tektites. " o) We searched
sample AN-'245 for such events and found none.
Alternatively, the tracks might be front spallation
recoil nuclei. Again we have previously identified
Fuch tracks; (} 1) they are too short to be confused
with fis :,ion tracks.
Finally, the tracks could hc, due to heavy cosmic
ray nuclei, many of which mitlit produce tracks of the
s,- yne length as do fission e 3 ents. If the tracks were
of this origin, the track distribution through the
tektites would be nonuniform, (10, 11) resu:ting from
the nature of the cosmic ray energy spectrum (greater
abundance and more rapid slurs ing sown at lower
energies) and from the short ►►iteraction mean free
path of heavy nuclei (typically-8 cm). Figure 1
shows the spatial distribution of tracks to be expected
in a tektite "core:" if tracks originated from caRmic
ray particles, if from spontaneous fission after
arrival on earth, and as observed in sample :kN-245.
^.5 Ct11J
Fig. 1 The track distribution in sample AN - 245
enter) compared with those expected from cosmic
ray tracks (left) and spontaneous fission tracks
( right). The results agree with those expected
for spontaneous fission.
A core is the shape remaining after one side of
a sample is first ablated and then rapidly cooled
sjuring atmospheric entry. The heated a-nd cooled
Layer (which was adjacent to the left side as viewed)
has spalled off by the high internal stresses. The
right-hand side is the original pre-atmospheric
surface. The gradient expected in the cosmic ray
track density arises here primarily from the factor
r1 E:/dx ]in 17"q. (6) of Ref. 9] which varies by a factor
Of more than 4 between the surface and a position
1 cm in the interior. If in addition the cosmic rrhy
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nucleon) is a simple extrapolation of the spar • ce data
just above this c • in • rgy range, (12) the gradient in track
density would be furthe- enhanced. The observations
shown in Fig. 1 are clearly incompatible with the
cosmic r; ► y I ► yl ►othc'sis. \tie conclude that, cis assumed
in calculating the ages appearing ill 	 1, the
tracks are from spontaneous fission. It follows that
the high-sodium group represents a distinct separate
fall whose age is at least 4 m. y.
7'o many observers it may appear odd that a
newly identific,l fall should exist ill 	 very region
where a previously known fall had occurred. I're-
sumably, however, this second fall in Australia
was identified solely because of the extensive search
for more tektites and examination of them ill 	 area
already knov-n to contain many samples. It would
appear likely Ih:A other areas of the earth contain
tektites from other, as yet uniclentified, falls.
AC' Kl^t )^^' I ,E DG N1 EN'rs
We are pleased to give thanks to E. Stella for
exper • imcatal assistance, and to 1). It. Chapman for
helpful comments and for supplying the three high
sodimn tektites.
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IUMMART The fourth meteorite recovery in the United States
during the past decade (and only the second since 1961)
occurred on 14 April 1968,	 in Glenville, New York (a
suburb of Schenectady). 	 The este rior of the single stone
of mass 283. 3 g consists primarily of a dull, 	 black fusion
crust,
	 plus a fracture surface that was apparently pro-
duced by breakup in the atmosphere.
	
Measurements of
the densities of cosmic-ray tracks in olivine and pyroxene
crystals at four positions in the meteorite, 	 together with
our measured cosmic-ray exposure time of 31 million
years, are evidence that the specimen came from a depth
between 4 and 9 cm in a preatmospheric body of greater
than 20 cm radius.	 The U-lie4
 and the K — Ar40 ages,
4. 1 x 10 9 and 4. 35 x 10 9 yea r • s,	 respectively,	 indicate
that the meteorite underwent very little heating in space.
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SCiIE'NCC'1 A rY MET1• OlUTE'
It. i_ 11cischer, Erie Lifshin, 1 1 . H. I'r • ice, It. T. Woods, K. W. Carter, e and 1:. L. Firemant
At 8:30 p. m. Friday, 12 April 1968, a meteorite
struck the roof of the home of Joseph W. Kowels:ki,
2G5 Swaggertown (toad, Glenville (Schenectady), New
York (4:4°51'3:)"N 73°57 1 1"\1'), splintering a portion
of the eaves and rebounding onto the g round. ( 1 ) ;11 r.
Kowalski, who was watching televison at the time.
heard what he later described as a sound "like a
firecracker point; off in the attic. " rtnd then resumed
watching television. Two days later• on returning
home from church • lie observed the broken eaves,
noted the nature of the damage. searched the grounds
adjacent to his home, and recovered from alongside
his house the single chondrrtic stone meteorite of
mass 283. 3 g shown in Fig. 1.
r.	
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Fig. 1 The Schenectady :1leteorite. The fresh (white)
surface was produced on impact; the darker fracture
surface at left was produced during descent through
the earth's atmosphere and is dotted with dark globs
of asphalt roofing material.
Because the fall occurred in early evening on the
night of an eclipse of the moon, it was widely observed.
Sightings were reported as far away as Poughkeepsie,
Binghamton, and suburban New York City. A number
of reports described a breakup into two or more
Iv. Carter, Schenectady Museum
I..	 l'' ► rnl 1 	,.	 ^ ' ll'lll	 'r ,rT^, 'Z . 1 1 ,. ,'!!'	 .;!c;ll 01" ,	 i • ^,'a-
tU l^y.
luminous: trails during descent. Reports; from 11
different -sites included notation of the apparent
motion ( right to left, or left to eight), data that in
principle allow one 1110° sector of possible azimuth
of the; fall to be eliminated for each observation.
}r rom the 11 reports, the full 360° is eliminated,
leading to the inference that the meteorite did not
f.l11. however, a self-consistent result, that the fall
was from the East and close to the zenith, can be
obtained if one of the observations is discarded. The
observer involved is the one trained scie ist aniong
the pr•oup but is known to have been on hi.; back
drinking beer at the time of the sighting.
Although most of the surface of the meteorite is
covered with a veneer of dark, vesicular, glassy
fusion crust, there is one slightly darkened fracture
surface, as well as two fresh fractures where small
chips were lost on impact with the roof. The slightly
darkened fr• actur •c surface is inferre(+ :o have been
produced during flight thr •r-u, h the atmosphere both
because the color is differ: it from that of the freshly
broken areas and because a portion of the darkening
consists of fragments of tar-like roofing material,
assumed to be terrestrial in origin.
Chondrules up to at least 1 mm in diameter are.
present, with distinct, well-defined borders. By a
point-counting technique we find a free-metal content
of 12.0 (±0.11) per cent by volume and 25.!j per cent
by weight. X-ray and microprobe examinations have
revealed the presence of olivine, clinopyroxene,
troilite, and Ca-feldspar. Careful x-ray examination
using iAF and Na%VO3 standards and the methods of
Yoder and Sahama and of Jackson (2)
 has shown that
the fayalite in the individual olivine fragments varies
from 12 to 28 per cent, with most of the values between
17 and 23 per cent. 'Thus, the meteorite is what Dodd
and Van Schniu:; would term an wrequilibrated chon-
drite (3). The average iron content in the olivine,
the finite but modest disequilihr • iuni, and the well-
defined chondr'ules suggert that this should be class-
ified as an 11-4 chondrite(4).
Cosmic-ray tracks( 5 ), such as are shown in
Fig. 2, were etched in samples taken from four
positions roughly equally spat^d around the perimeter
of the meteorite; three were taken from 3 mm be-
neath the fusion crust, and one from a thin-section
oriented at approximately 45° to the surface at the
large fracture shown in Fig. 1. Just beneath the
c rust, densities of 7, 5, 8. 0, and R. 9 x 10' t rack s /cm2
were found, and at the fracture surface, 1.3 x 108
tracks/cm 2 , the last indicating that this region of
the meteorite was at a greater depth before ablation
and breakup in the earth's atmosphere(6)•
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Fig. 2 Cosmic-ray trac'Ks etched in a crystal from
the Schenectady Meteorite. The tracks are dagger-
:;hailed and consequently appear as V-shaped line,,;
when viewed in transmitted light . 	 805N
meteorite specimens. When these measurements
are done, the depth of the sample, the size of the
preatmospher • ic body, and the hardness of the
incident cosmic radiation can be estimated. Tire
rare gases wer" measured with a 6-inch nuclide mass
Fpectrometer•
 with a procedure previoLrsly described
(Ref. 7). "Table I givee the results in 10 -e
 cc/g. The
gamma-ray activities Na 22, A1` 6 , and Coo0 were
measured by the gamma-gamtna coincidence method
with 3- x 3-inch Nal crystals. 'fable II gives these
activities at the tirne of fall and the cosmic ray and
gas retention ages. T'1e Ne 22 /Na22 cosmic-ray ex-
posure age was obtained bytaking the N eL2 production
rate to be equal to the Na t1 + Al26 activity; the U-lie4
sage was calculated with U and Th contents of 0.012
.and 0. 043 hpm, restwctively; and the K
-Ar•40 age was
calculated with a K content of 850 ppm. The large
and concordant U-iie" and K-Ar 40 ages indicate that
there }ras been no helium loss for 4 aeons. The ex-
posure age of 31. 4 n . y. is long; for a meteorite of
this type, i1-4; only 10 percent of 115 cases of If
chondrites have exposures of greater than 30 m. y.
The lie'/Ve 21 . which is an indicator of he hardness
of the incident cosmic radiation and of the dearth of
the sample, is unus l rally high. Less than 10 per
cent of the chondrites have lie 3 /Ne`11 ratios this high
cr higher. A high Ile' /Ne t ratio indicates a Small
preatmospheric sire and hard (high-energy) incident
radiation. It is of interest to calibrate the lie'/Ne21
indicator by the cosmic-ray-track method.
The track data, together with the exposure age,
determine the depth a.nd preatmosplieric size of the
meteorite( 6 ). 'These data give 260, 000 t 10, 000
tracks /cm 2 - m. y. at three sites in the meteorite,
and at the fourth, which is 5.4 cm distance frorn
the oti;c , r • r, -11. OCi r •t 2, 000 traclrr,/crn 2 - in. V.
C ulcul;	 mat for . , e tract+ forr. .tion
rate to be as low as •13, 000 /crn 2 - m. y. , the pre-
atmospheric meteorite must have had at least a
1 .1-cm radius. 'These calculations place the r,amples
with 260, 000 tracks /cm 2 m. y. at about 4 cm from
the prearrnospheric surfaco. For there to be a
four-fold inerease (8) in tr • :.ck density over a 5.4 - cm
distance, the preatmospheric radius would have had
to be larger than 20 cm. Thus according to these
calculations, a likely position of the recovered
sample would have been between 4 and 9 cm deep in
1c body d 20-cm radius. The low Co 60 content is
consistent with this picture. For a 20 - cm radius
and the measured density of 3. 610 we conclude that
the original mass must have exceeded 47 kt! - a
factor of 160 times the covered mass.
At a depth of 5 to 10 cm, the production of
isotopes by solar flares is negligible, so that galactic
cosmic rays and thei, • secondaries are solely re-
sponsible for- the ilea and '14C 21 contents. 'Target
measurernents ( `1) indicate that an Ile' /Nest ratio of
7 correuponds to an average energy of 600 111ev for
the bombarding particles. Secondary neutrons en-
hance the Vert production; and since there are a
considerable number of secondary neutrons at a
depth of 5 to 10 cm, the average energy of the in-
cident cosmic rays must be greater than 600 Mev.
Since less than 10 per cent of the Ile a / ,	ratios
that have been measured in chondrites have values
above 6.6, meteorite samples from less than 5 - cm
depth in the preatmosplleric chondrites are rare(IO).
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B. Although the nominal increase across the sample
is a factor of 6, the unknown surface orientation
of the tracks in the regions of high track density
imply that the increase could be as low a factor
as 4.2.
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TABLE I
RARF GAS CO\TENTS (10 -8
 cc /Am) AND ISOTOPIC RATIOS IN T1II: SCIIF%, ECTADY METEORITE
3	 4	 21	 20	 21	 22	 21	 3	 21	 36He	 Fie	 Nc^	 Ne	 Nc	 Ne /Ne	 fie /Ne	 Ar
52 t 2	 1920 t 50	 7.6± 0.3	 0.96 *0.03	 1.15 + 0.01	 6.8 f 0.4	 2.32 + 0.13
Ar
36 /Ar
	 Ar /Ar
	 Xe	 Xe
38	 40	 36	 132	 129/Xe132
	
1.38 t 0.05
	
2440 ± 100
	
0.018 t 0.003	 1.34 + 0.02
TABLF: I I
RADIOACTIVITY AND AGES OF T HE SCFIENFCTADY ',IMTFORITE
Na A- Al 26 Na 22 Al 26 CO 60 I;e22/Na22 age U - 11e 4 	age K -Ar40 age
-(dpm/k,-,) d m/k j=pm/Z) (d rn/kg) _) (m.y. ) _(m.
140 } 5 80 3 10 60 f 10 <8 31.4	 +	 2.5 4100 4350
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SUMMART' 1 ' he uihiyue feature of trac k- recording I: • lastic:s which
Iallows them to he used to identify particles is that the
chemical rate of ittack V,r along a track is an increasing
function of ionization rate. 	 This same characteristic is
shot-: n to extend to inorganic dielectric solids. 	 The rela-
tion between V-1 ,
 and ionization rate has been measured for
five different glasses•	 using fission fragments of different
energies.	 The variation of V.11 is least for ordinary lime
glass and muck y the greatest for a phosphate glass, 	 sug-
gesting that the 'Latter should be useful in resolving atomic
numbers and energies of fission fragments and other very
heavy,	 energetic nuclei.	 Equations are derived that allow
he shapes of etched tracks to be calculated as a function of
e tching time and particle ionization rate. 	 The calculations
agree well with rec(-:nt experimental results.
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lass,	 space sciences
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Particle identification by measurements on
etched tracks in solids it; possible because the chem-
ical attack r:'te V.I. along !r particle track is a unique,
me ^surable function of the localized dam rige caused
by a par'Icle. (1-3) This function has been inferred
in a number of pla: tics, ( 1, 3) and sheets of these
plastics have been used to demonstrate that identifi-
cation of neigl.boring elements is possible for parti-
cles of atomic number Z as high as 280) and that
under I- -open circumstances neighboring; isotopes as
heavy as 13 10 and Ji ll may be c'early distinguished. ( 1)
The purnose of this work is to demonstrate that
in inorganic glasses V .I ' ir also an increas,ng function
of ionization rate and to indicate how and where such
glasses m ight b used for particle identification.
One notable difference between the inorganic
and the organic solid-, in their characteristics for
particle track registration is that the ionization
threshold is considerably higher for the inort;.iiiic
solids--glasses and crystals. (4) The result is that
while heavy ion accelerators are able to supply a
variety of particles of known mass, charge, and
energy necessary for calibration of the registration
threshold of plastics, for the less sensitive minera)s
and (;lasses the choice is more limited. Particles
that can presently be used include fission fragments
and heavy ions such as I and Br, which are available
at low energies per nucleoli from certain tandem
vandcC,raaffaccclerators.( 5 ) in this work we use
fission fragments of vari+jus energies front a 0252
source as a means of displaying the w;dely differing
registration characteristics of it group of glasses.
II. RE1,ATION OF C0^IE-ANGLE-TO-ETC111NG
RATIO
Particle identification by solid-s it.- ► te nuclear
track detectors depenis oil 	 farts that 0he velocity
of etching VT along the damaged material comprising
a particle track is greater than the general attack
rate V C of the undamaged m.iterial and is a unique
function of the charge, mass, and energy of a parti-
cle. 'These facts lead to a geometry of etched tracks
that can be understood with the aid of Fig. 1. Assume
for simplicity [as sketched in Fig. 10)] that V. 1 is
isotropic w :I that V'r is constant over the length
V.L t matched in time t. A surface layer of thic:l;t.oss
V ( ;t is etched away, and a conical etched track is
produced of cone angle p = aresin(V G /V T ) and
1'Iti r.r^r': --is supported h^ `:'.S:'•. un+-r Contr;tct
"9 1	 •- r,ORIGINAL SURFACE---
	
v9^' 	 • • •.• . SURFACE AT TIME t 	
v;1
9	
Y t t	 (ro, yo)	 (o,y')
"
rt0 v 1 dl)
(o)
	 (b)
	Fig. 	 Track geometry. (a) NVith V. I. constant the
cone angle is sin- 1(\rg/Vt); (1)) with V•I• decreasing,
as etching continues, the shape of the etched track
is more complicated.
diameter 1) which can reatJlly bc. shuwrt to be
2V(;t[(V•I._VW' (V'I'+V(,)]2for a track normal to
the etched surface. Ili short, both tl ► e cone angle
and the diameter are functions of V,,, which in turn
is a fruiction of ionization (previousl'y measured for
plastics and shown here to apply to glasses also).
Hence knowledge of either 9 or 1) makes particle
identification possible just as the more direct,
q ► oantity 1. ( t= r t V .I.dt) has been used cy methods we
have ptrrrviously described. (1-3, G)
	
If the angle of the track to the surface, 	 is
less th::n 0, then the rate of prefer^ntial etching
normal tr) the surface, V ,I , sinr,. is less than tl ►e rate
V ii at \\'Lich material is dissolved away from the
surface, so that no track is revealed. This purely
geometric result, described in more detail previous-
ly, (7) means that crc, the pa rticular value of the angle 'c
at which t-acks ce::se to be r'evealed.is equal to 6,
and hence the etching ratio (VT/V G ) is given by
1/sit %c . By n-wasur ing c for particles incid.:nt on
a surface at different ionization levels J, a relation
between (V.r/VG ) and J may be constructed, the
critical relation needed for particle identification.
Ill. EXPFAITINlI:vTAI, VARIATION OF THE FTIVIIiNG
RATIO W11 H IONIZATION
We have utilized the simple geometry sketched
in Fig. l to meas1lre :c .rnd deduce 5 - aresin(VG/V•I•).
In thv simplest case [Fig. 2(a)] a rod or cylinder
of detertor of diameter d is exposed to a parallel beam
of partic., es (in this case fr'orn a californium-252
Sc h ce). Then the sample is etched and the chord
idth w is measured over which tracks are revealed
by etching. 9 is given by arecos (w/d). In the actual
geometry used [Fig. 2(b)] a point source is spaced
a distance h from the detector. I'll(.- geometry in
this case is such that
	
i' = ; L	 1'IC4ri(\'.'/ d)- Fll'Ct li1 [\':/('^liidt,^(1^- \':2)^
-1-
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Fig. 2 Measurement of the critical angle 0 for track
etching. (a) Using a collimated beam of particles,
tracks nhay be revealed over a chord width w on a
cylinder (or sphere), and 9 = cos -1 ( w/d); (b), with a
point source 9 = cos -1 (w/d)-t,ln-1 (w/(2h+d+,/d2 -w2)1.
Since in these experiments h = 2. 6 cm and d is typ-
ically 0. 6 mm, the maximum value of the second
terra in 0 is !M. 1 radian. This terns, although sig-
nificant, is normally small except for the phosphate
glasses where 9 can also be small.
Tubes of lime glass(8)
 and rods of fused °4uartz
were obtained, and rods were made of a phosphate
glass, ( 9) a synthetic tektite glass, (10) and a remelted
obsidian. ( 1 t) The critical angle me was measured
either as described with reference to Fig. 2 or by
directly rotating the sample through an angle rr- 2TC
so as to view norrr^al to the surface at the two edges
of the region in which tracks are revealed by etching.
Cf252 fission fragments were used either in a vacuum
of l mm or of 2 cm [the latter equivalent to 0.088
mg/cm 2 of air in out,
 geometry of Fig. 2 (b) I . Poly-
carbonate sheets of 0. 219 and 0. 950 mg/cm were
used to slow down the fission fragments by various
amounts. Table I lists the thicknesses o f absorbing
material (foils plus air) for each experiment along
with the etching ratios deduced. We used the range-
energy data of Kahn and Forgue (12)
 to find the ener-
gies of the median light and median heavy fission
fragments, and from the ionization curves deduced
earlier for minerals03)
 we calculated values of the
ionization rate, J, in the glass. in each case the J
values for the more heavily ionizing of the two fission
fragment mass groups were used. Figure 3 gives the
resulting curves of (''•1'/VC ) vs J. For reference
the thresholds of muscovite mica and the same di-
opside reported earlicr (13)
 are given, threshold
being dr!fined as the value of ionization at which
f:.;^'1^)n f!': f*1 [l t!aF: :It 1i0T"11 :.1
 h:1Ci(IethC^_' Ce;ISC to 1)
revealed by etehin' .
Relation Between the Etching Ratio (V.1 ./V ( ;) and
Thickness of Absorbing 11:iterial forVar • ious Glasses
Absorber F.tclhing Ratio (V.1,/VG)rt
Thickness PP3
	
S iO2 Tektite Lime
(1116/C)11 2 ) Gl: ► ss	 (ilaFS (;I,,SS	 Obsidian Glass
0.00 .1 57(r10) 1, 381
.088 1.1.E f- 5 )	 2.96 1. 79,	 2. 2( ►
1.97
307 2.64,
2. 59
.526 2. 78 1.363 
1.038 8.E(t	
.)	 1.98 1. 46, 1.286
1.60
1 . 2J7 5';Ktl! 4 5 )	 1 . fi
1.476 1.72 1. 24,
1. 33 1.248
1.695 2.I X +-: 38 i 1.:33 1.06,	 1. 125 1. 15
1.	 11
1.914 1. 8E)(+. 24 ) 1 . 0 1.022 1.086
1.988 1.0	 1.0 1.0
yt in mica tracks are seen after 1.607 nig/cm 2 , but
not after 1.914; in diopside tracks :trc seen after
1. 476 mg/cm 2 , but not after 1. 607.
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Fig.3 Etching ratio V T /V(; vs ionization rate J
( relative vaE , cs) for a group of glasses.
It is worth noting that all of the glasses have
thresholds at least as low as the :Mica and that two--
the lime glass and the tektite glass- -arn mere sen-
	
sitive than the inic'!. (1 1) In ;III	 the track-
Ut!.11lr+'* I; , tl • 1". ;r 'S 	 ,..., ;tlll.	 !^	 .11;,	 ILlli::r tlfrli. ^, .
tiro r'ste or inereasl.. .-cries %Videely fro n on(- to an-
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other and is most rapid for the phosphate glass
IV. TPACK DIA'.11I:'IF11 AS A FUNCTION OF V•1'
As we noted earlier, track length, diameter and
cone ankle are all functions of V.1•/V(;. hence they
are related to the ionization, and therefore m=ike
possible particle identification. %%'here values of P
are small, tr• .:cks are long and narrow, and con-
sequently 1, is the most sensitive and easily measured
parameter ar.d the one we have used in previous
studies. (1-3)
 %%'here a values are 1;t ,•ge (its in many
glasses) and in cases where particles enter at right
angles to the detector surface, I) becomes the
preferred parameter. It is of interest to know how
D will vary witL etching time and with the applicable
relation V•1•(), ) for the variation of track-etching rate
with position along the track.
We now proceed to show how D[t, V j ,(y)J can be
calculated for tracks at normal incidence, referring
to Fig. l(b). First using the coordinate system in-
dicated there, we calculate the Sh,.pe of the etch pit
yo(xo) for an arbitrary V•1.(y) describing the attack
rate for a track along the y-axis. Twice the value
of xo when yo = V G t gives the diameter as a function
of time. The etching time to reach the point (xo, yo)
is given by
t - 
ry'	 d v	 +	 (yp- y ' -)2 + X 0 z
o	 V111(y)	 VG	 (1 )
which is composed of two terms: the time to etch
along the track from (0,0) to (0, y') given by
.r Y1 dy/VT(y), and the time to etch from (0, y') to
(NCO, X ) is given by /(yo -y' )z+xoz / : i . :since the
actual path from (0, 0) to (xo, yq; is
	 corresponding
to least time we take the dcri—tti%—
 :'?ne with
respect to y' and set it equal t, 7 -, u . giving the
relation
	
Y , = yo -xo/3(VT(y')/VG)z-1
	 (2)
which, together wi' r Eq. M,), defines xo and yo -for a
given t, y', and V..(y). By noting that the angle C
in Fig. 1 (h) is arc ctn [( y0 - y 1 ) /x0j. we can write
Eqs. (1) and (2) in a more useful parametric form in
Y , as follows:
xo = 3(yo -y') 2 + xoz sin (S)
Yo = 3' + ( y3 C ) z +xoz cos(C,>
which can be rewritten
y , V 2
xo = dig (t- 
I vt(}y)' ) 
1 - Vt— (-q	 (?^
These equations are valid for all y' and t.
Although in general these two equations cannot
be put into a closed expression for D(t), the procedure
for calculating D(t) is straightforward. Values of y'
are substituted in l:q. (4) until ''rat value of y' for
which yo r- V gt is obtained; this value of y' in Eq. (3)
gives 1)/2 directly. It can be readily confirmed that
for the simple case, V. I' = constant. the result
quoted in Section lI obtains.
As an example of the use of these equations, Fig.
4 shows the profiles calculated for an etched track
for various etching times anc' it specific, simple
choice of VT (decreasing linearly to VG to the end
of the track). The track remains pointed until its
end is reached anti then rounds out. The diameter-
increases monotonically at a decreasing rate. Al-
though larger diameter differences are obtained at
long etching times, the unique, pointed character of
the tracks is lost and they become difficult to dis-
criminate from background pits.
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Fig. 4 Etching of a fission track in a glass of initial
cone angle 26. 5°. For this calculation it was
assumed that V= 0. 588/sec, V T = 1.36-0.0657y',
p/sec, and R = ^2p. The initial cone angle is
appropriate to obsidians.
V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERTIMEINT
It has been shovrn by Somogyi (15) for ;Aastics,
and Fiedler and 114pner (16) for glasses, that the
diameters of etched tracks are a function of the
energies of V,.e track-forming particles. in both
cast's the : • csults derive simply from the variation
r,f %,-1.;;1()ng a tr.:ck [as ti:,• r.howc-} in thr: nl:,slid,(])
and h.-tvc::,huwn nt-re for	 :.nc: fru;i) ti.i.
d iif.  , irg	 of dif icrer.t p:.rticlt:.^. ;fine:: P
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and 11,ippner have measured diameters of tracks in
g1aKs as a function of time for Cf?52 fission fragments,
their work provides a useful opportunity to check
the calculations outlined here. In Fig. 5 we have used
an empirical fit to Uic data in Table I for lime glass
to calculate diameter-time relations for fission
fr:ag nients slowed down to lower en ergies so as to
have r ► sidual ranges of 12µ, 10 ►1, 8,A, Gu, 46L. 2u, and
1p. Figure 6 is a comparison of the diameters so
calculated with those measured by Fiedler and
111;ppner. 'fhe agreement is excellent, well within
the probable errors of the measurements, lending;
strong rapport to the description of the etching pro-
cess given by Figs. (3) and (4).
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Fig. 5 Diameter vs time for etched tracks of dif-
ferent lengths in glass. In this calculation we
assumed VT = VC(1+.36/1-y'/12)' where y' is •'-e
distance along the etchable particle range, and
starting values of y' of 0, 2, 4, G, 8, 10, and 11
were used corresponding to fission-track lengths
of 12p, 10u, 8 I,4 G '1, 4µ, 2µ, and 1p. V g = 0. 513;.1/
second. The conditions considered are appropriate
to ordinary soda glass (microscope slides, etc. ).
VI. PAR11CL.E IDEN1'IFiCA'I'ION
Particles may be identified if t!,eir energy (or
residual range) and energy loss rate (or ionization
rate) are kiio%;,n at any position along; their path.
It follows that, for known particles, curves such as
those given in Fig. 5 allow the energy to be deter-
mined, as has been shown empirically previously
(P , fs. 35, 16).	 !',' ► e^e butt! , ifiv ;virtic-lo an , ! its	 r'rgy
.^:•^ ta': - t^: `1.^,	 t.!at`	 C:: .. i^	 r,,,'^^!	 `n^ • ci its' i!1'.. i
1c•ri;tla nic:t:~,:reintrits J,is !,c mireO -,i, ri ) ) or dit	 g•
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Fig. G Comparison of calculated diameters with those
measured by Fiedler and Itbppner • for fission fi ag-
ments of various energies in glass. %','e assumed
V'I ' = 0.43 (1+. 36/1- y'/12) .,/sec etching rate along
the track of full energy, light. Cf252 fission frag-
ments. For each time the points correspond to
fragments of energies 80, 65, 40 and 34 NlcV.
measurements at two or more points along the tra-
jectory or at two or more etching tin g es. The energy
is related to range through an appropriate range-
energy relation (e.g., see Ref. 17).
Figure 7 demonstrates the decreasing i ► nization
rate along fission tracks. A sheet of SiO) glass
thinner than the range of fission fragments was ir-
radiated and etched, giving rise to cone-shaped tracks
on both surfaces, with obvious decreases in diameters
on the lower surface resulting; from the decreased
ionization rate. 'i'he continuations of the particle
tracks into a second piece of glass have also been
observed, so that it is certain that these particles
crossed the sheet shown in Fig. 7. Cone-length
measurements from the glass in Fig. 7, together
with measurements of track range in the second
piece of glass, provide for each event two independent
values of ionization rate at known residual range and
thus provide two independent ways of identifying* each
particle.
For a detector having; small cone angles [such
as the phosphate glass(`) ) used here), l: ig/ 8 shows
that diameter measurements after short etching;
times reveal only the value of Vg and hence contain
no specific information on par •tiAo identification.
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Fig. 7 Decrease in etching rate with slowing down of Cf252 fission fragments. Left: etched tracks on upper
surface of thin sheets of SiO 2 glass viewed in reflected light. Bight: the same etched tracks on lower surface
viex%, cd in transmitted light. Decreases in ionization rate during slowing down are revealed by smaller di-
ameters of the {p its on the lower surface.
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Fiv. 8 Diameter vs time for etched fission tracks of
different lengths in a glass with a small cone angle.
In this calculation we assumed V T = Vf.(1+14/1 -y' /12
where y' is the distance along the etchable particle
range, and starting valaes of y' of 0, 4, 8, and 10
were used corresponding to fission track lengths (R)
of 12 j4 8µ, 4µ, and 2µ. V , = 0. 7µ/hour. The con-
-	 ditions are appropriate to f'2n5 glass. P) Because
V T >>Vg, the initial increase in diameter is given by
V^^, so that differences in diameter: are impercep-
tittle. Either length measurements ''or short times
or diameter measurements for long imes are nec-
essary to discriminate between different particles.
f
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useful procedure for this case is to measure V•1•
directly.
This can be done even for short tracks in a sim-
ple manner by snaking; sandwich structures, (18) con-
sisting of altern •+te layers of detector and metal film,
which can be etched through the detector layers to
the nnetal layers which are dissolved by the same
etchant. The diameters of the holes in the opaque
metal films can be related to the track-etching rates(averaged over the individual thickness of the detector
films).
V11. DISCUSSION
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ARE FISSION TRACKS IN TiE?'1'EORI TES rR.OM SUPER--11EAVY EI. mI,,JNTS? *
P. B. Price and I:. L. Fleischer
General Llectric Research & I)evc 1opment Center
Schenectady, New York
N70-11 p^'1
Abstr. pet:
Vie length distribution of binary fission
tracks and the ?.ow ratio of ternary to binary
fission' tracks in several meteorites fit the
original interpretation of a 244 Pu origin and
are inconsi stent with an interpro tati_on that
they were produced by fis: ion of super--h, avy
elements.
"cSuhmiti ed to Physic s
 Levers July 1969
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ARE FISSION TRACKS IN MPTEOR ITES FROM SUYFIt-ttt?AVY ELEMENTS?
P. B. Price and R. L. Fleischer
General Electric Research & Development Center
Schenectady, New York
The possible existence of an island of increased stability in
the chart of the nuclides somewhat beyond the presently known elements
is the subject of much current experimental and theoretical activity.
Recent shell-model calculations 192 predict a closed proton shell at
Z=114 or 126, with a neutron shell closure at A-184. Nilsson et al.3
have estimated that the isotope 294 110 is O-stable, has a half-life
of 1010 y for spontaneous fission and 10 8 y for a-decay, and thus
may exist in nature. Tn view of the great: uncertainties associated
with this calculation, many workers, ourselves included, have
regarded the p -ediction as merely indicating that a search for
super-heavy, transactinide elements in nature is worthwhile, with-
out --restricting the search to any particular nuclide or range of
li f etimes .
The premise on which a search for a long-lived super-heavy
element ("element X") in nature is based is that it may have been
synthesi^-:ed along with uranium and otter trans-bismuth elements
by rapid neutron capture in objects such as supernovae within our
Calaxy4
 and that later it could have reached earth in the cosmic
radiation or could have condensed from the interstellar gas as
pert of the original solid matter of our solar system. Evidence
for the detection of one or more atoms of super-heavy elements in
the cosmic radiation has recently been obtained  but has not yet
be, n established 6. Anocnalovsl.y 'sigh concentrations of Xe 136 in
4-ertAin meteorites have recently been attributed to fission
Wimp
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products of clement X (Rof. 7). It is likely that other
anomalies in n,riture are also being re--analyzed with element X
beLig evaluated as the possible culprit.
The purpose of this :te is to anticipate and answer
negatively the question "Are fission tracks in meteorites from
super-heavy elements?"
As the most primitive matter at our disposal (solidification
age '4.6x109 y, gas-retention ages up to 4.6x10 9 y) 8 , meteorites
are certainly attractive objects in which 'to search for "fossil
remains" of short-lived, extinct elements. In fact, our quantita-
tive knowledge of their primitiveness is based on Reynolds'9
discovery in 1.960 of excess 129 X from the decay of the now-extinct
isotope 12 9 I ( T 1/2 = 1 7x10 6 y) within certain meteorites.
More recently, evidence for fission products of an extinct
el ement in meteol-itcs has been provided by the discovery in
Certain meteorites of excess neutron-rich Xe isot-opes 10 (suggestive
of fission) and by the discovery ii, several m-teorites of fission
tracks far in excess of the number from spontaneous fission of 238 U
or from possible induced fission of heavy elcments11- 1.4. A study
of the excess fission tracl^s i n three different . mi n erals of one
nleteori-te 12
 provided a strong case that the fissioni_ng species
was 244 Pu ( T 1 ^ L = 82}:106
 y) . Making the reasonable geochemi.cal
assumpt ion
 of a constant initial Pu/U ratio in each mineral-,
vleischer et al. 12 showed that the variation in fission track
densl.t-y in the three minerals w,-is consistent with the different
track-retention temperatures of the minerals if the meteorite,
cooled at a rate of about. 1. 0C per r,.illion years--a rate that had
..5^►a	 _
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been independently deduced on the basis of electron microprobe
studies of the nickel-iron phases of this meteorite.
Suppose, I)owcvcr, that	 ^^ 4 in addition to	 Pu there were
super- heavy fi.ssi_oni_ng species in the meteorite at its time of
forinntion. It might even be argued that the chemical properties
of "super-actinides" in the vicinity of the closed shell 2=126
should reo-emble those of the actinA.,!- el, ments 15 , so that ti
assumption of a constant initial PL1 /U raLiu -oul d
 also app'
the initial. X/U ratio. We present two lines of evidence that the
fission track contribution of lement .X was negligible in the
meteorites studied: (1) the absence of ternary fission events in
the minerals, and (2) the agreement in length distribution of
fission tracks with that expected for 2 ^}!} 1'u rattler than with that
expected for a super-heavy element.
In discussing the first line of evidence, we note that both
theory 16 and observations 1 -/218 of ternary fission of compound
nuclei with very large values of L" /A indicate that super-heavy
nuclei with comparable or larger values of Z 2 /A should break up
into three (or more) fragments in a significant fraction of
fissions. Previous observations and pertinent values of Z2/A
are summarized in Table 1. In the present investigation we have
searched unsuccessfully for three-pronged fission tracks among ti.,,
ancient M.sion tracks previously attributed to 244 P and 238U in
three meteorites. Our upper limits on the ternary to binary
fission ratios are summarized in Table II.
1'rack lengths constitute the second set of evidence.
!+ -
Ti,ble III gives observed most probable lengths of ancient
binary fission tracks in throe meteorites and Table IV gives
calculated most probable track lengths for binary fission
of 238U and 244 Niand of three proposed super--heavy nuclides.
Included :n the tables are measured and calculated 	 -k lengths
for thermal neutron-induced fission of 235 U impurities in samples
of the same meteorites that find been annealed prior to neutron
irradiation to erase the ancient fission tricks. The calculated
track lengths in Table IV were obtained using measured 19 or
Calculated 20 values of translational ki. l tetic enerj;y and numbers of
emitted neutrons, a computer code 21 for the range-energy relations
that predicts ranges of Br and I ions satisfactorily ?2 , and the
threshold ionization rate for tract: formation in diopsi_de crystals
•	 measured by Price et a1.2.2
In binary fission within a sample, both fragments moving in
opposite directions create a single observed track. However, the
portion of the track length observable by the chemical etching
technique is less than the sum of the ranges of the two fragments
because the ionization rate of each fragment drops below the
thresttol.d for track formation iii the last three or four microns
Of its range 22
Tables III and IV show that the observed most probable
lengths of the ancient fission track: and induced fission tracks
are about the same, 10.5 to Ilu, and agree well with calculated
most probable lengths for spontaneous fission of 238  and 244 P
and induced fission of 235 U. The kinetic energy released in
spontaneous fission of super-heavy elements is calculated 19 to
be very large and their fission tract: lengths ar.e expected to be
?..', n	 2 A ""	 2 :3 520 to ^^^^;'; lon^;c:- tit n tho^e f:-. ,:;	 U)	 Ft+, .^ ?^^1 n . t 	 U.
Our observations reinforce the original interpretation that the
_..
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majority of the trac!cs were produced by fission of 244 P an.
indicate that the abundance of sponta.:eously fissioning super-
heavy elements chemically similar to U was insignificant at the
244
time the	 Pu tracks were formed.
Armed with the two criteria of frequent ternary fission
tracks and binary fission tracics 20 to 40% longer than those
from neutron-induced fission of 235 0, we are searching; for
evidence of element X in oilier meteorites and in certain
terrestrial minerals.
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TAIiLE I
1	 •
Bin_ ary/ternar..y fission ratio as a function of Z 2 A
_Nucleus z2/A BIIla	 urntiry Reforence
71 + 235u 35.8 8x105 23
252Cf 38.2 5x]05 .24
40 A + 208 Pb 4 0. 4
.^.__
	
200
_	
17
40A1 + 232Th 43.5 30 18
2 94 110 41.3
298
114 43.6 9
310126
51.2
TABLE, IT
Lower limits on
-
binary/ternary fission ratio in ,.ieteori tes
Meteori to	 -	 --. Binary/tern.^^
Toluca (diopside)11.,12
	
> 24 000
Odessa (diopside)2S
	
> 9600
E1 Taco ((Iiops idc) 14.	 > 5500
TV
TABLE, III
Observed mos robable etched fission track lengths in meteorites
Observed Most Pro-
bable Etched Tracy.
Source	 Meteorite	 No. Measured	 Lengtht'^.—S^.Trs=at^a"+.aT	 i asw^^Ct7s^^w^oa-r.^• 	 rrr	 ^_^^	 ^--^ ^^r^^ .r_
Anc i ent Toluca 500 11.04
stored Odessa 300 10.54
tracks E1 Taco 120 11.04
r
n	 +	
235U E1 Taco 95 1.0.6u
Toluca 130 10.0µ
Calc ul ated most probabl e e tched track lenalls for binary fission
Kinetic	 Neutrons
	 Calculated Most Probable
Nucleus
	 Energy	 Emitted	 _ _ Etched Track Len th
238 4	 172 rteV	 1	 11.21
	
2.8	 I	 11.4L
	
]O.G	 I	 ]3.711L
	
10.5
	 113.9
	3.1./1	 16.0p
	
2.4	 11.2/
244 f lu1	 112
294 110	 216
298114
	 235
3101 26	 293
11 + 235 U	 172
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I J)N Nll • : •l EORITFS: X-RAY ASTERISMS ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHOCK I.FFECTS*
It. L. Fleischer and I'. B. Ili-ice
IN'l'1i01)t1CT1ON
In an x-ray diffraction study of kanracite from
iron nicteorites, Jaeger and Liptchutz (1968) showed
that exposure to shock pressures of 100 to 1000 kb
resulted in pr • ogreL,3ive elongation and subsequent
general broadening of the diffractediffracted x-ray reflections.
They proposed further that the x-ray spot elongation
(which is normally referred to as axterisn ► and was
called preferred orientation by Jaeger and Lipschutz)
could be used as a barometer of shock pressure
experienced by a meteorite during its past.
Since x-ray asterism commonly results fron,
static (i.e. , slow) def: rmation of crystals (Barrett
(1962)), it woul( i
 be surprising if meteoritic crystals
failed to show the same behavior. We have therefore
compressed several samples of the it-on meteorite
Odessa (from the American Meteorite Laboratory) to
strains of 1 19 to 6)' and followed the development of
x-ray asterism.
EXPERIMENTAL
Cubes 6 by 6 by 6 mm were compressed in an
lnstron stress-strain machine. Sample 5 was
unloaded at strains of roughly 3% and 6%; sample 6
at 11,, and 4x. At each unloading, Laue x-ray back-
reflection phe,tographs were taken of individual
karnacite crystals. The stress-strain curves showr.
in Fig, l are consistent with th,- known behavior of
iron-nickel alloys [lives et al. X1954)1. Figure 2 shows
the development of x-ray asterism with increasing
strain for three crystals, each viewed from near the
midpoint of a lateral free surface which was not in
contact with the plates of the Instron niachine.
Vie x-ray technique used here differed from
that of Jaeger and Lipschutz in that unfiltered radiation
was used so that both the white spectrum of wave-
lengths and the characteristic radiation were present.
This procedure, the conventional one used in the
Laue technique, renders all x-ray spots sensitive to
distortion as the crystal orientation is disturbed,
rather than solely the spot or spots corresponding to
the wavelength of the characteristic radiation. To
test this statement and to assess whether the strains
extend throughout the volume of the deformed piece,
we carefully sectioned sample 1 with a jeweler's saw,
removed 270a of material by etching in two stages so
as to avoid the region deformed by the cutting opera-
tion, and x-rayed after each stage what was an
interior crystal prior to sectioning. I t was found that
with Ain-filtered Fe radiation, as in Jaeger and
Lipschutz ,, ; work, for most crystals only the spot
'', This work w. , .ur,por•tc o in part by 	 unc,, r
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Fig. 1 Engineering stress-strain curves in compres-
sion for two samples of the it-on meteorite Odessa.
Sample 6 was unloaded at strains of 0. 0104 and
0.042; sample 5 at strains of 0. 0304 and V 060 for
x-ray examination.
close to the characteristics radiation was spread out
into an arc, and that with unfiltered Fe radiation all
spots were distorted and deformed and several arcs
were visible--as in the upper right-hand section of
Fig. 2. As one of the reviewers of this report has
pointed out, the total strain in a strongly deformed
crystal such as #1 is greater than that normally
encountered tinder simple shock loading.
DISCUSSION
Although it is clearly possible to produce the
asterisms observed in meteorites by shock deforma-
tion, as shown by Jaeger and Lipschutz, it should be
clear from the evidence just given that the asterism
is merely evidence of strain and does not uniquely
reveal the mechanism through which it took place.
It is therefore worth noting that possible physical
processes experienced by meteorites or their parent
bodies car, be described that are capable of giving
the observed effects by relatively low strain-rate
deformation at correspondingly low stresses
(--50 kg/mrn 7 , as shown in Fig. 1).
Nonshock plastic deformation of meteorites can
be envisioned either during the parent body phase or
during the hrr • :tkup of such a horsy. lud g ine from thr'
rllt • t(_oril	 :!„	 l :er'c r7 t ,. , Wir	 v;.	 e i: • r ft i.',; !
hoir.o"'. ent'ous arld i'-.i.tt epic !)lit could be hr. tt"I.
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Fig. 2 Effects of compressional strains on Laue x-ray diffraction spots. Top row--a crystal in sample 1:
left--unstrained, and right--E = 0.06; middle row--crystal in sample 6: left--unstrained, middle--C = 0.01,
and right--E = 0.042; bottom row--a crystal in sample 5: left--unstrained, middle-- ,^ = 0.0304, and rigl,t--
e = 0.060. 1 was compressed in a vise; crystals 5 and 6 in all
	 stress-strain machine. unfiltered
Fe radiation. 3 cm sample to film sp,-.cing.
r
described as lumpy. Inhomogencities give rise to
nonhydrostatic stresses in an elastic body [Eshelby
(1961)] and these in turn could give rise to plastic
strains--detectable by the associated x-ray asterism.
The breakup of a parent body is normally thought
of as resulting from a collision between bodies and
for this reason may well involve shock. Regardless
of 1';11<tI1C! Ole rf :lative vel'ouilii_s ai'C
great to rosii;t ill 	 c:. ::'orn^:.ti•.::, ct _ t..,^?	 ^,
be to produce a rotatiou rate large r	 to c.lt:_;c•
breakup of one of the colliding bodies or possibly of
the combined body. Attain nonshock plastic strains
in the metallic phases would he expected.
CONCLUSION
The existence of x-ray asterisms in the kamacite
of ivon mrrtPorites is by itself proof solely of defor-
111: tir;!t %. -M }t cottld (lave ocrilrr o d durinr , either 1r).x
u: • iii ,; 	 '.	 .i • .-r;rU• pr:	 .
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